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Ikea brimnes bed frame with drawers instructions

If after receiving the products you have purchased online you are not completely satisfied with them, you hace 90 days to return the product unopened, unused and disassembled, inside your original packaging and with a receipt. No questions, no hassle, no fear of buying online. You can even request a refund online. IKEA's policy brings back inspiration and
food search for your home. We have a huge range of products in different styles, from vintage dressing tables to modern kitchens. We also care about those little details that make all the difference - that's why our range of home accessories includes carpets, candles and photo frames to give the finishing touch to your decor. Report this ad If after receiving
the products you purchased online you are not completely happy with them, you hace 90 days to return the product unopened, unused and disassembled, inside your original package and with a receipt. No questions, no hassle, no fear of buying online. You can even request a refund online. IKEA returns the Policy of Large Storage TOHYThis bed exactly
what we expected. It will take 5 hours to put together. We don't need a dresser in the room because of just 5Awesome BedMadisonTook us 5 hours to put together, but it's a great bed frame. And the boxes are HUGE. Gave us plenty of storage space.5Retro CoolPETERThis our second Brimnes, be careful though the grey color apparently the interior drawers
have a different shade of grey compared to the exterior. Kinda got very disappointed going from all white to gray!3Brimnes queen size bedAliIt has an attractive good and it's good value for money. The assembly instructions were very helpful. Very sturdy and love the storage boxes.5Teen room should have! IRISUsed our own spring box, so you didn't have
to buy reiki. Lack of one of the boxes of missing parts but we were able to order a replacement (didn't get it yet)4Great bedCARAWe converted my daughters' room into a large girl's room and this was a great addition! Plenty of storage and sturdy design! Great bed!5Love this bed! JANAWe bought this for my 9 year old. Love all the storage for the dolls and
shoes.5I love how itCandaceI love the way it looks, but to collect it was not easy as anyone on the boards where tagged. Some of the destinations where the incorrect.4Everything goodKEILAEverything good5Loved it! Can't beat thisLISALoved it! I can't beat this bed for the price of a small guest room. It's not a big deal. I didn't attach drawer sticks on one side
so I could put it against the wall.3BedANAIt very beautiful, practical and the drawers are very large, I liked it... 5Is! RICARDOIt so good, and the boxes so The bed for additional storageBriannaI is very happy with this purchase. The bed is pretty sturdy and adds a lot of great storage. The drawers are very deep and can in hold a lot of things. I also thought,
thought, though for a long time it was not too bad to put together. By the time I got to the drawers at the end I was flying through it. I would recommend for the build to review all the instructions before and check all your parts before you start. It's also good to really consider the picture and compare what you're doing.5Exactly that I like, sturdy and room to
move and store! This frame went along nicely with any struggles or challenges. Make sure you put it together close to the area you plan to put the bed on because once it's together it's very hard to move! My wife and I love him. One important fact to remember... Because it has drawers, your feet can't go under the bed when reaching for items on the bed.
Many muffled feet at the beginning of the lol!5Great bed! NicoleLove big boxes under. The bed is very sturdy and we love it. It was easy to put together, especially as we assembled a few pieces from IKEA. We bought cupboards that go with the bed... Love it!! 5Loving hisKevinIt was exactly how I imagined it. The instructions may have small details that are
easy to miss, so be careful to read carefully. Definitely worth money.5No thanks to Kristen-Took long arriving and collect-pieces were of lower quality than expected- Had to throw it away after 3 weeks, the product broke beyond repair.1 Brimmed King BedNaderGreat big bed with easy installation. It takes 2 people to build!5Excellent! WillowA a few problems
during the build, but otherwise a great purchase!5AwesomeSwapnaAwesome5Huge boxes ADRIANAWe love this bed! The drawers are huge and the quality is excellent! You need patience and a second person from time to time for this build. It took me about 5 hours to build intermittently. It was worth it though. It is a beautiful piece of functional furniture. I
recommend it.5On teen nowLynkethiaPurchased on our son's 13th birthday along with a table, and matching nightstands. All the pieces make him feel more his age as he tries to figure that out. With online training this year I wanted him to be comfortable in his space. This makes his room look smooth and modern. It was easy to put together, but took all day.
It is very sturdy and the shelves provide extra space for your favorite books. The top is now a space for collectibles. The drawers were so big that we didn't buy the chest because there really wasn't anything to put in them. Unlike the double bed we bought, it has drawers attached. The twin just had boxes of will, but both provided plenty of space for kids and
teens to wear clothes. Great purchase and we are all very happy.5Brimnes full size bedJeanneane so far so good! No complaints here! My daughter loves it and it brightens her room.5Terrible Very upset. Dc1992I bought this frame bed and headboard about 3-4 days ago. When I unpacked it, I noticed a lot of damage. The grey (which color I bought) was
cleaned (looked like paper material). We carefully brought everything up to There is no way that peeling can be caused by delivery. The headboard didn't even come with a wall fastener. We had to buy sticks all apart, so the money adds up, I mean, when you pay almost 400 just for a bed frame and headboard, you would atleast expect better stuff. If they sell
it for such a low quality atleast reduce the price. It's not fair, I choose to spend my money with ikea and they sell me a damaged product. I bet they wouldn't sell it if someone had $ $2 dollar short. Since you have the value of your inventory that much, the value of our money is the same way. I was ready to give it back, but my husband paid his friend to lend
him a truck. My husband also had to put a grey ribbon which is very noticeable just to try to calm me down. I WOULD NEVER BUY ANOTHER ITEM FROM IKEA.1 So much storageMAispuroLove all storage features. Warehouse deep.5Perfect space saver!armuiseLove with large drawers under the bed that opens up more space in our bedroom! We were
able to remove the dresser we had before buying this, which makes the room much better!5Two... RachaellLove this bed frame and headboard, but they are completely separated, so the headboard should be screwed into the wall, which is not an option for me.3Issues with drawers and headboardginaf77Bed is good, but it was not very easy to assemble.
The boxes that came in were completely different colors, so I'll have to return them. They also have incorrectly drilled holes. I'll get the headboard back. Pre-drilled holes were in the wrong place and prevented the headboard from being built on all.2Love as it came outcarlos96a It took a few hours to fully build however it is very well done and I like how
convenient the storage space is 5Jacky20I'm happy and I can recommend5Overall, Good BuyCristinaauuBought in January 2015, and this was my first purchase. My step dad helped me put this together and it was super tiring and took a few days. I think the directions said bolt headboard to the wall? But we decided to attach it to the frame, and it worked
better. Storage drawers hold a lot in terms of clothing and other items, but keep in mind there is a weight limit, I ended up storing old textbooks in a drawer and recently broke the rolling mechanism, but the drawer is still intact. The bed has a pretty good weight limit, my friend, my self, and my pit bull all sleep on this bed, which is a combined weight of almost
450, and it is very sturdy. The equipment for the drawers is kind of sharp and I'm constantly clicking on them and brushing/cutting the shins and it hurts really bad, I'm going to change out the equipment. Other than that, I like the way the bed looks, it's a function, and how it's been held for the last 5 years.4Inbw comfort!!! Wes1243Thote the bed is of the best
we've ever owned. The value was incredible, but the features and design gave us tremendous flexibility to remodel our bedroom. It's a classic in many ways. Thank you, IKEA, IKEA, your incredible product!!! 5Everything breaksJackmob We had this bed for 6 months and every box broke at the time. Usually, the creams are for the bed and feels like it should
not even be made for a king-sized bed. Not to mention the useless staff at the store who didn't mention that we need slats or a central support column resulting in two additional 2hr trips to the store. Completely dissatisfied with everything about this bed in all honesty1IKEA slats cracked bed frameTerribly sadI usually enjoyed IKEA products, but this Brimnes
bed frame crack when IKEA Lonset reiki were put in. If you buy this bed frame don't get Lonset slats. Cheaper slats can work. We bought this for our 16-year-old son. He was excited about his new bed, but now he's disappointed and I can't even contact customer service to fix the issue.2Perfect for small spacesLG356I bought this bed frame for a small
bedroom. There is so much storage space I don't need other furniture. This is exactly what I was hoping it would be.5Worst Buying EverBoyerBThis bed frame was impossible to set up, the delivery was not enough parts and I didn't get any help from Ikea. My back is absolutely killing me. PLEASE DO NOT buy this if you want a nice NIGHTS SLEEP.1way too
hardkmomsterMy daughter saw this bed a few months ago when we were on vacation. We couldn't find a similar one near our hometown. So we drove 2.5 miles to the nearest store and bought it for her yesterday. We spent over 5 hours on the bed only to find out some of the lock nuts (little circle locks) are broken. Called customer service, hung on twice.
The first lady tried to tell me to drive back and the store could give me a new one. Then they transferred me to someone else... Surprise... All lines are busy, please re-call later. Finally got a man who filled out some form and ordered us new parts. She then says it will take about 2 weeks to get the new parts. 2 WEEKS TO SEND ME 10 LITTLE NUTS
LOCK!!!!!!! Now my daughter has to sleep on the mattress on the floor. The bed had to be built in her room and bunk beds which she had to be dismantled. Two weeks is crazy! Grab extra pieces before you leave the store!2 store!2
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